thrive Fundamentals
We continue at SSPS to use Thrive to help our young people fill the social and
emotional gaps in their personal development. As one of our whole school
measures it really helps to ‘narrow the gap’ in social and emotional development
and allows other whole school measures such as attendance to increase as they
become/feel ‘safe, special and secure’ in our school and with us too.
Clear and positive boundaries that are constant in our school
expectations
and through points booklets are allowing us to keep pupils safe and secure. Be on
time—have a mind to be kind—do your best.
Routine is definitely relationship.
As soon as we get pupils out of ‘being’ and into ‘doing’ and ‘thinking’ we are moving them out of reptilian brain and into mammalian brain. Mammalian brain is the
play, care, nuture and curiousity area (the thumb in the hand model see page 2.)
This is where we are learning!
This is where we and our pupils are starting to learn. This starts to become mutually trusting relationships. Look at page 3 to see how we help our pupils when
things don’t or aren’t going so well—the VRF’s.
Learning manners, rules, taking turns, creating wonderful artwork, writing poetry,
solving maths puzzles, cooking, climbing, messy play, laughing and having fun. All
those feel good happy brain chemicals are whizzing around in this learning mammalian brain and leading on and into our higher cortex thinking brain.
many of our pupils are at ‘power and identity’ and beyond even into their age appropriate development stage of Thrive. however, in times of stress we ‘all’ can slip
back into the being state and back into our reptilian brain.
We have had some CPD implicitly on the Siegal hand brain model and the window
of tolerance . In this Thrive exchange I included all of this with hyperlinks to specific helpful videos. Please have a look at them . If you would like more information
or help in understanding better or feeling confident to deliver this to pupils then
please speak to a member of the Thrive practitioner team who will be more than
happy to help.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gm9CIJ74Oxw
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The VRF’S (vital relational functions)
Attunement
•Validate the young person’s perspective/experience.
•This needs to happen before moving them to regulation.
•This is the beginning of being able to think about feelings.
•Avoid reassuring, deflecting, distracting, or making light of the young person’s feelings
NB Validation of feelings is NOT collusion with unacceptable behaviour
Validation
•Being alert to how the young person is feeling
•Attune to their emotional state through facial expression, body language, gesture, noises
•Show you understand the intensity, pitch, pace, volume of the young person’s emotional state
•Catch, match and name/communicate their emotional state
Regulation
Soothe and Calm or Stimulate
•Look
•Think
•Use voice, tone, body language
•Meet, match and then change the young person’s energy.
•We have to experience being calmed before we can do it for ourselves
•A depressed young person will need you to tickle their interest
Containment
•Show that you can see, understand and bear the young person’s feeling.
•Make it a survivable experience through
–catching it /matching it/staying steady in the face of its enormity /digesting it by thinking about
it and /offering it back in named, small manageable pieces
•Staying regulated yourself
Levels of Regulation
Emotional regulation – Three levels
Being: physiological regulation; breath, hold, calming voice, strong presence, slow down, stop,
be together.
Doing: emotional/relational regulation; holding hands, going with, doing with, showing how, trying together, VRF’s.
Thinking: cognitive regulation; name what’s going on, sequence, order, categorise, cause and effect, lending the brain and the language.

The importance of relationships
“Recognising the power of relationships and relational cues is essential to effective therapeutic work and, indeed, to effective parenting, care giving, teaching and just about any other human endeavour”
Perry, B 2006: 67

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?
q=window+of+tolerance+beacon+house+video&&v
iew=detail&mid=9CA6A58249FAD16E440A9CA6A5
8249FAD16E440A&&FORM=VRDGAR

